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Hinduism and buddhism primary sources worksheet answers

Basic online sources are a valuable resource for students studying religious studies in religious studies. They provide first-hand factual information about beliefs and practices of religious traditions, movements, cults and so on. In addition, they are easily and freely available online. Given their value as information resources, students need to be able to identify the underlying sources and understand how to use them in academic research. The purpose of this article is to describe activities to teach literacy that focus on the main sources of
religious studies. These activities are intended to provide information for academic librarians who teach or plan to teach undergraduate students how to identify and use basic sources. Basic information about religions is abundant on the Internet. This information takes various forms: classical religious texts (in their original languages and in translation), websites of specific sect and religions, religious images, audio and video files (e.g. speeches and sermons of religious leaders, rituals, practices, etc.). These basic online sources are a
valuable source of information for undergraduate students in religious studies. A student interested in Therawada Buddhist doctrine can find most of the Canon Smokes online. A student interested in contemporary Buddhist views can watch the Dalai Lama's lecture on the Four Noble Truths on YouTube. Similarly, there is no shortage of websites providing basic source information about Hindu puja, biblical interpretation among evangelical Christians, Muslim observance of Ramadan and so on. It is safe to say that almost every major
religious group (as well as many smaller sect) has its own website containing first-hand information about the group's beliefs and practices. Although basic sources provide valuable information for students, they are also problems. In order to use primary sources effectively, students must have the necessary knowledge and skills. Among other things, students need to know what is the main source and appreciate the potential value of primary sources in their research. They also need skills to identify, locate and evaluate basic online sources.
Many students enter universities and universities with poor literacy (Andretta 8). Such students are unlikely to have a clear understanding of what the primary sources are or recognize how basic sources can contribute to their research. The ability to effectively use basic online sources is something that students must be taught by their professors and librarians. The aim of this article is to describe literacy activities, to help students acquire the skills needed to make effective use of primary sources. Before we present the action, we begin with
general comments on two questions: (1) What is Source? and (2) How are primary sources assessed? Discussing these two topics will help provide a conceptual and theoretical basis for further action. In the literature of the library and computer science you can find different definitions of primary sources. Primary sources have been defined or described as first-hand information, original thinking and observations, new information, the level at which information is generated, and the source materials that scientists in a given field study
generate when they generate a scholarship (Bobish 134; Cheek, Doskatsch, Hill and Walsh 4; Kent-Drury 1; Taylor, Arth, Solomon and Williamson 38;). Bobish (134) described secondary sources as sources ... That... interpretation of information collected from primary sources. This seems to suggest that the main sources are, among other things, uninterpreted information. Describing the primary source as first-hand emphasizes the source's proximity to the topic or subject. As Taylor et al. explained, the main sources of information are
those closest to the actual event, period or person in question (38). Primary sources are sometimes identified (implicitly or explicitly) with a specific type of information or material. Stebbins (62) cited Helen Poulton's definition as the words of witnesses or first event recorders. Mann's discussion (253, 255) on primary sources focuses on manuscripts or archival material, whether it is in its original form or reproduced in another printed, digitized and/or online format. Instead of defining primary sources, the meaning of this term is sometimes
communicated through lists of sample materials. Diaries, eyewitness accounts, oral stories, newspaper articles, original scientific research, artifacts and so on are typical elements found on these lists. Some letters are even more detailed, including items such as the diary of a woman who traveled west in a covered wagon or letters from a soldier in the Civil War (Iannuzzi, Mangrum and Strichart 50). For the purposes of teaching literacy information, we believe that many of the definitions and explanations listed above may confuse or mislead
some undergraduate students. For example, how can a student understand original thinking or uninterpreted information (Taylor et al. 38)? Does the uninterpreted means that the website of a Hindu nationalist political party is not the primary source because it contains an interpretation (e.g. an interpretation of the Vedic script)? Isn't the Bible the main source because some of the information is not original or new, but comes from non-common traditions? It is a transcript of the sermon by the pastor is not the main source, because the text
was provided by and therefore not the original? Describing basic sources as the level at which information is generated may also confuse some undergraduate students (Cheek et al. 4). A literally interpreted expression may give the false impression that primary sources always present new information and vice versa that secondary sources never present new information. The return of Kent-Drury is potentially confusing as well. It describes primary sources as source materials that scientists use in a given field study when they generate a
scholarship (Kent-Drury 1). Does this mean that scientists never use secondary sources as source materials to generate a scholarship? The answers to these questions may be obvious to librarians; may be much less obvious to students. Even describing primary sources as first-hand information can be problematic without adequate emphasis on the context-dependent nature of most primary sources. For example, an Indian website can be the main source if the research question concerns the beliefs of modern Indians. The same website
can be a secondary source if the research question concerns the historical origins of Hinduism (in this case, probably an unreliable secondary source). Similarly, a yoga book written by Mircea Eliade is a secondary source for a student interested in yoga. The same book is the main source for a student interested in Eliade's methodology. Even an article in an academic journal — almost always classified as a secondary source — can be the main source for a researcher studying the standards of academic publications. These examples
illustrate how information is rarely basic in any internal sense. On the contrary, it becomes fundamental to a specific research question. Defining primary sources as first-hand information means an interdepending relationship between a topic and a source (information is first-hand only for a specific topic or question). However, explanations or descriptions of basic sources intended for students must clearly indicate, as some students may not recognize this implied meaning. Why is it important that the sensitivity of the context of primary
sources is public? This matters because students who do not understand this point may find it more difficult to identify some basic sources. Religious students may have the impression that any information expressing a religious perspective is necessarily the main source. The impression, however, is false. A Muslim website will most likely be the main source if the subject of the research is the beliefs of (some) modern Muslims. If the subject of the study were the actual origin of the Koran (as opposed to Muslim beliefs about the origin of the
Koran), secondary source, as the source is not closer to the source of the considered period. As a secondary source, the site will probably be considered unreliable due to prejudices related to a non-critical, religious perspective. Depending on the research question, the religious nature of the source can make it useful (as the main source). But change the question, and the same source loses its research value precisely because of its religious nature. Students may misi identify the primary source if they do not understand how the primary
sources are determined in relation to a question or research topic. Defining primary sources as first-hand information is problematic in the second sense: it does not distinguish between direct sources of information and closer sources of information. This distinction is accepted in some descriptions of primary sources, but rarely explicitly. To illustrate, a research topic can determine a source first-hand identical to the subject or directly related to the topic. Stebbins (63) pointed out that in literature the main source may be the actual orientation
of studies (e.g. literary work). The same observation applies in religious studies when the subject is religious text or beliefs of a particular religion or religious movement. The Bible provides direct, in-kind information to a student whose subject of research is the Bible. The official website of the United Methodist Church provides direct, in-kind information to a student whose subject of research is the Methodist denomination of Christianity. In such cases, reliability or permissions are not a problem because the information is a topic or is a direct
representation of the topic. (When teaching students, the librarian should emphasize that these sources provide factual information about the subject of research, not necessarily in any other sense.) The situation would be completely different if this topic were factors that played a key role in the emergence of Mahayana Buddhism. In this case, there is no direct, root source. The main source would be those closer to the period and themes, for example, early Mahayana texts, inscriptions on the walls of a monastery from India of the first
century, iconographic evidence and so on. None of these sources would provide clear facts on this subject; would require significant assessment and interpretation. We can also imagine a hypothetical Hindu description of Buddhists from the first century. Such a source would require a strict critical assessment of prejudice and point of view, but could still serve as a useful primary source of Mahayana Buddhism. The distinction between direct and closer information is important as it can affect how primary sources are interpreted and
evaluated. For example, consider the site evaluation criteria listed on many library websites (see, for example, UC Berkeley). These criteria include currency, author or creator credentials, institutional links, URL analysis, documentation, taking into account the author's point of view and/or prejudice, etc. If students underestimate the distinction between direct and closer primary sources, they can apply these assessment criteria to all primary online sources in more or less the same way. The problem with this approach is that these criteria do
not necessarily apply to all primary sources. When an internet source, the original one, conveys direct, factual information about the subject under examination, credibility and authority problems (as they are usually interpreted) do not apply. The website of an Islamic fundamentalist organization provides direct, factual information about the views of at least some Islamic fundamentalists. The information on the site will also be very biased. This may include claims about the Koran, american foreign policy motives, the Holocaust and so on that
are untrue. But all this false information is actually correct information about the beliefs of some Islamic fundamentalists. A student, do not make this distinction, can disqualify this potentially valuable source of information because it is unreliable. In general, students need to understand that characteristics that characterize unreliable secondary sources on the Web are not necessarily relevant when considering the value of primary sources. Presentations or descriptions of primary sources that are based on lists of sample materials (diaries,
eyewitness accounts, oral histories, press articles, etc.) are also potentially problematic. These lists are not intended to be exhaustive; they are designed to give the student a sense of what the primary source is. However, the items selected for such lists may inadvertently mislead students as to their original sources. For example, Taylor et al. and Cheek et al. provide lists of common types of primary sources that do not contain religious writings or the websites of religious organizations (see Taylor et al. Cheek et al. did not contain a single
source clearly identified as online (although many can be found online). Taylor et al. does not contain certain forms of online information (emails, listservs), but neglected to include websites. Taylor et al. and Cheek et al. certainly can't put everything on their lists. However, the objects they select do not reflect the reality and scope of electronically available sources, especially in religious ity. None of these lists can warn students about the opportunities offered by basic information about online sources. A similar problem is reflected in the
explanations of primary sources or actions in the literacy skills that associate basic sources with the type of material. For example, Mann's discussion on it seems to suggest that primary sources are roughly equivalent to manuscripts or archival material (253, 255). Similarly, Iannuzzi et al.'s workbook of informationliteracy activities contains two exercises that involve finding basic sources, both of which include searching for basic sources in library-owned collections or in digitized library collections available online. Students may walk away
from these classes with the false impression that the primary sources are the best (or maybe only) found in these places. The problems discussed above suggest the need for definitions better suited to literacy information for undergraduate students. Context sensitivity seems to be one of the key features of primary sources. Because the same information may change its status depending on the subject of the study, attempts to define primary sources in terms of internal properties or a list of source types will usually be imprecise or
incomplete (although primary source listing types are useful for introducing a topic to students). For this reason, we define basic sources as first-hand information— direct or closer — relevant to a particular topic or question. We prefer this definition because it emphasizes the contextuality of primary sources; the primary source is not determined by internal jurisdiction, but by the nature of the question or research topic. We also prefer it because it does not mean that the original sources are limited to a specific type of material. Basic sources
are any first-hand information on any topic. The scope of what may include goes beyond manuscripts in special collections or archives. Everything — every web page, text, utterance, artifact, and so on. The evaluation of primary sources largely depends on the type of question being asked and/or the type of primary source. Research questions in religious studies fall into one of two broad categories: (1) descriptive questions (e.g. What do Christians mean by the Trinity? or What is the difference between Sunni and Shiite theology?) and (2)
insescriptive questions (e.g. What are the historical origins of Christian monastics? What is the sociological or psychological function of Vedic sacrifice? What is the philosophical merit of the Buddhist denial of the existence of the self?). The primary source type refers to direct sources, not closer sources. The significance of these differences may not be immediately apparent, but they are crucial for the assessment and interpretation of primary sources. In the case of descriptive questions, the student simply describes a religious phenomenon
(faith, ritual, text content, etc.). In these situations, any direct representation of the topic is the primary source. that the student has correctly identified the primary direct source, the critical assessment of the source does not focus (for the most part) on reliability. By definition, such sources are reliable because they directly represent the phenomenon under investigation. Direct primary sources can create other hermeneutic problems. For example, it can be difficult to determine the meaning of a source. A student studying Buddhist Madhyama
can learn the translation of Mulamadhyamakakariki Nagarjuna. Assuming that the translation is accurate, the source is entirely reliable as a representation of madhyamaka Buddhism views. However, text can be difficult to understand and useful only in conjunction with secondary sources and additional primary sources (e.g. Buddhist text comments). Another potential hermeneutic problem associated with direct primary sources is the representativeness of the source. The source can be a direct representation of the subject, yet it can be
highly idiosyncratic or limited to a specific sect, movement, or period. For example, a student may be interested in Christian views on mysticism. The website of the heterodox Christian sect can indeed be an important primary source because it expresses at least one Christian view of mysticism. However, if the student is interested in mainstream Christian views, the source will have little value because it may be unrepresentative of mainstream Christian attitudes. Unrepresentative sources may indicate a problem with the research question
itself; in particular, the failure to formulate the question in sufficient detail. Basic sources related to the question What do Christians think of mysticism? they may or may not be representative (depending on what the student intends to use the Christian term). The situation is completely different if the research question is: What do modern, mainstream, Protestant Christians believe in mysticism? Any major source relevant to this question can be representative. Translations of classical religious texts are an important class of quasi-direct
primary sources, and here the credibility of the translation can be a problem. Undergraduate students will generally not be able to assess the accuracy of the translation based on the translation itself. However, they may rely on certain indicators of accuracy or reliability, taking into account the publisher (academic or popular), the date of publication (last or date) and the translator's credentials. The basic sources raise slightly different questions when they are closer to the subject under investigation and/or on non-description issues. In such
cases, the primary source will provide evidence on the subject rather than serve as a direct representation of the subject. This gap between the source and the subject automatically introduces a problem reliability, especially when the source may reflect a limited or biased perspective. For example, a student can study the historical origin of the Koran. Although the Koran would be the main source of this question, there is no necessary correlation between historical facts concerning the origin of the Koran and the content of the text. (The
same can be said of the origins of each religious scripture.) Situations such as these require a much more critical, suspicious approach to primary sources, especially given the prejudices often associated with the prospect of confessional. Ideally, the interpretation of closer primary sources should be informed by secondary, scientific and (possibly) multiple primary sources. Juxtaposing religious and scientific perspectives will give students a more critical view of religious claims. For most undergraduate students, the primary sources will be
interpreted according to the information provided by secondary scientific sources. Here are some exercises to help undergraduate students acquire the knowledge and skills they need to use basic sources effectively. These skills include the ability to identify primary sources, recognise the value of primary sources and assess primary sources. These exercises are conducted by two well-recognized pedagogical principles. Firstly, teaching should include active, practical activities (Andretta 75; Bell 241; Jacobson and Xu 14, 65-67, 72-75, 82-
84); and secondly, teaching should contain many concrete examples of strengthening student learning (Mathson and Lorenzen 216, citing the work of Jacobson and Xu). Exercises include active, small groups of activities using a wide range of primary sources. The exercises do not focus specifically on online information, but include basic skills for identifying and evaluating primary sources that apply to basic online sources. In addition, many of the examples found in the exercises are online. As an indirect consequence of these exercises,
students should gain a sense of the diversity and scope of online primary sources in religious ity. It is unlikely that all of these exercises can be included in a single instructional session. The librarian and instructor will have to choose these exercises rather than seem most useful to their students. If necessary, the time required for each exercise can be reduced by assigning individual elements from the exercise to specific groups (instead of each group work on all elements of the exercise). To maximize material coverage, librarians may be
able to work with faculty to introduce definitions, concepts, and exercises for students before a session Library. The following leaflet provides a reference point for defining and explaining the sources of the original introduction of this topic to students. During a library session, each exercise should also be preceded by a short period of direct teaching, which includes a demonstration of relevant skills and/or concepts (see Andretta 76). The time of the library session may be scheduled to benefit from the knowledge of students in the field
acquired during religious studies. Ideally, the session should be scheduled in the second half of the semester or quarter, after students have had significant exposure to the course content. If students learn more about this topic, the session will make more sense to them. Planning a session in this way has another advantage: it increases the likelihood that students have identified a research topic. The content of the literacy session should be related to the required assignments in the student course (Jacobson and Xu 7, 18, 26–27). One way
to achieve this is to give students time to finish the session to work on the course task. This will make the session more suitable for students and help motivate and engage them. If students already have a research topic at hand, the time spent in the session working on the course task will be more productive and rewarding. The examples used in the exercises come from most of the world's major religions. In the form presented here, the exercises are best suited for undergraduate studies on the world's religions; however, the examples
used in the exercises may be changed to make them more relevant to the subject of a particular course. Students will find the content of the session more meaningful if the illustrative examples come from the subject of the students' course (if students take a course of Western religions, references to the Bible or the Koran will make more sense than references to the Vedians or Sutra Prajnaparamita). Among librarians, online information is generally considered problematic. There is an overwhelming amount of information on the Web, but
this information is not necessarily reliable. The network should be approached with caution; individual sites must be evaluated based on a list of criteria, such as currency, creator credentials, sponsor organization identity, and so on. Implicitly, this approach treats the entire network as secondary source material that is not suitable for scientific research. For those students who rely on standard criteria for evaluating online resources, this approach imposes severe restrictions on the scope of important online information. However, a better
understanding and appreciation of primary sources overcomes these limits. Instead of watching the Web as a haystem of (mostly) useless straw hiding a few precious needles, each piece of straw is potentially useful. For students, everything online can become useful information Question. Understanding the basic sources opens the door to a rich resource of useful and easily accessible information online. We hope that the exercises described here will help librarians teach undergraduate students how to identify, appreciate and use these
valuable sources of information. Learning objective: to correctly identify primary and secondary sources. The basic source material is: First-hand information — direct or closer — relevant to the subject or question Direct information — a work of literature or documentation of a specific fact or belief Proximate information — created at a later time, but still close to the original event, the person, or place Materials that may be (or may contain) basic sources are: Magazines/Diaries Blogs Manuscripts/Diaries Speeches Press Accounts Lists
Emails Maps Photos Government Documents Audio Interviews / Video Recordings Artifacts Sacred Websites / Classic Texts Religious Images Materials Source: Analysis or Interpretation of Primary Source Information Usually Written Some Time After An Event or A Person's Life Materials That Are Usually Secondary Sources: Scientific Book Manuals Books Popular Books Articles Magazine Articles Magazines Websites Religious Dictionaries Religious Encyclopedias Religious Concordations Purpose of Learning : When searching the
library directory, you can use the LC topic headers to find the primary sources. When searching for topics in the library directory, link these topic headings to the topic header to find the primary sources (for example, Jewish law + sources). Below is a sample list of topic headings that you can use to research religious topics. Sources of Liturgy Ritual Sound Recordings, Video Recordings Sermons Church Music, Sacred Music Prayers Laws Bible OT Bible NT Koran Torah Scrolls Many thematic headlines used for general primary sources can
be used to locate primary sources on religious topics. For help finding other topic headings for primary source research, consult your local library. Archives Interviews Diaries /Journals Picture works, photographs, sculpture Letters Correspondence The following websites were consulted when developing this guide: Instructions: Learning Goal: Correctly identify primary and secondary sources. The definitions and examples of primary and secondary sources listed in the handout should be taken into account. Decide whether the item is primary
(P) or secondary source (S) and select accordingly. —- Quran - American Religion and Presidency: George Washington to George W. Bush with commentary and basic sources, edited by Gastón Espinsy. New York: Columbia University Press, c2009. —- Church in America Website - Muslims Will Judge by Action More Than Words, Helene Cooper. New York Times, June 5, 2009 - Encyclopedia of Witches, Witches and Wicca, Rosemary Ellen Guiley. New York: Checkmark Books, c2008. —- Teachings of the Catholic Church, -- Mormon
News, - Freedom of Religion: Reprint 2007 Annual report of the Congress-Executive Committee of China, One hundred and tenth Congress, first session, October 10, 2007. Washington: U.S. G.P.O.: For Sale by Supt. Of Docs., U.S. G.P.O., 2008. —— Teaching Islam: Textbooks and Religion in the Middle East, edited by Eleanor Abdella Doumato and Gregory Starrett. Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2007. —— Multireligiance in the Canary Islands: Analysis of the processes of religious change between continents, Diez de
Velasco, Franscisco. Religion, June 2009, Vol. 39 No. 2, 147–153. —— Religion in today's world. Map. In Atlas of the World's Religions, Issue Two, Eds. Ninian Smart, Frederick Denny. Oxford Islamic Studies Online. June 10, 2009 INSTRUCTOR NOTE: This exercise can be used as a instructional exercise or for formative or summative assessment. ACRL One Standard: The literate student of information determines the nature and scope of the information needed. Performance indicator two: Student Literate Information identifies different
types and formats of potential sources of information. Result E: Distinguishes primary and secondary sources by recognizing how their use and importance vary from discipline to discipline. Learning objectives: identifying the main source relevant to the research question; recognize that the source can change its status depending on the question. Instructions: Below you will find seven research questions, each of which follows a list of four sources. Divide into groups of four to five. For each research question, the main source(s) (P),
secondary source(s) and (possibly) irrelevant sources (I) in each list shall be identified. Be prepared to explain your answers to the rest of the class. Research Question: What is Freud's theory of the psychological function of religion? —- A book entitled Collected Letters by Sigmund Freud - a recent article in the journal entitled Criticism of the Religion of Freud - sigmund Freud's book The Future of Illusion - Data collected from the Psychological Research Question: What is the psychological function of religion? —- A book entitled Collected
Letters by Sigmund Freud - the last article in the magazine entitled Criticism of the Religion of Freud - Sigismund Freud's book The Future of Illusion - Data Collected Psychological Research Question: How have the Catholic views and representations of the Virgin Mary as a mother influenced the internal role of women? —— The Bible. N.T. Luke 1:26–56 -- Christian website entitled The Blessed Virgin Mary — Model of faith — Interviews with Working Catholic Women — Article entitled Polish Mother (Mother Of Poland) and Worship of the
Virgin Mary: Linguistic analysis of the roles and social expectations of Polish women Research question: Why has la Virgen de Guadalupe replaced the more mainstream representation of the Virgin Mary in Mexican Catholicism? —- Book Before Guadalupe: Virgin Mary in early colonial literature Nahuatl -- History and mythology of the Aztecs: Codex Chimalpopoca / translated from Nahuatl by John Bierhorst -- Getting to know Mary, Seasonal features, American Catholic.org Website with Franciscans and St. Anthony Messenger Press –
online English translation of 16th century Nahautl text, Nican Mopohua Research Question: What is the difference between the rituals of death in Islam and the rituals of death in Judaism? -- Book Death and Mourning in Different Cultures (an anthology of essays by university-affiliated scientists) -- Web Transition Rituals: Faith by Faith Guide to Rites for the Dead -- An online essay by Rabbi Malka Drucker, Torah of Death, High Holidays 2004 - YouTube Video Of an American Soldier in Iraq After a Muslim Shia Ritual Research Question:
Why Is Jerusalem So Important for the Christian, Muslim and Jewish Religions? -- YouTube video Inside Dome of the Rock, Mosque -- Book The Fight for Jerusalem: Radical Islam, The West, and the Future of the Holy City -- Article, Holy Places, Unholy Domination: The Scramble for Jerusalem -- Map of Jerusalem's Old City, Frommer's Research Question: How Did The Religious Beliefs of Native Americans Affect Their Response to European Colonists in the 17th Century? —- An article in a journal that contains an ethnographic
description of the peyote ceremony of the Native American Church - journal entry (of March 18, 1697) by the Minister of Colony of Virginia describing the religious beliefs of local Indians -- An article in the first (EIGHTEENTH century) edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica entitled North American Indians -- Oral testimony by modern Cherokee Indians about his ancestor's religious beliefs NOTE TO INCTRUTOR: This exercise focuses on identifying primary sources, secondary sources, irrelevant sources with regard to specific research
questions. After the first two questions, identical lists of sources appear. Because the research questions are different, the source found in both lists will change its status as primary or secondary. Completes the activity gives students a chance to see how the status of the source may depend on the question asked. An activity can be changed by providing less information about certain sources and requiring students to find sources online to determine whether they are primary or secondary (e.g. by identifying the author's religious or
academic affiliation). ACRL Standard One: Student literate information determines the nature and scope of the information needed. Performance Indicator 2: Student literate information identifies different types and formats of potential sources of information. Result E: Distinguishes primary and secondary sources by recognizing how their use and importance vary from discipline to discipline. Learning goals: Describe what kind of information is needed to answer your research question. Identify a variety of primary sources that are potentially
relevant to your research question. Use your online search skills to find basic sources. Instructions: As you may have noticed, some basic sources are easier to identify than others. Now let's consider some sample research questions and examine the types of information needed to answer each question. Divide into groups of four to five to discuss what information is needed for each research question. Brainstorming possible sources for primary sources. Then search for the directory and/or the Internet to find one or more primary sources
relevant to the topic. Document responses. Be prepared to share with the whole group. What is the difference between the ethical values of Wicca practitioners and mainstream Christians? Jakie informacje są potrzebne do tego pytania?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Dlaczego ortodoksyjni Żydzi zmienili swoje nastawienie do the history of Zionism? What information do I need for this question?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are women oppressed in Islam? What information is needed for this
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What information do I need for this question?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ INSTRUKTOR ODPOWIEDŹ KLUCZ: Potrzebne informacje: Informacje na temat etycznych przekonań
praktykujących i chrześcijan Wicca. Possible primary sources: Wiccan journal/diary, official Wiccan manual, Wiccan and Christian websites, speeches/sermons/articles by Christian leaders or theologians Needed information: Information covering the late nineteenth century to date reflecting the attitudes of Orthodox Jews and Zionists towards each other. Possible primary sources: rabbinical writings, official Jewish documents, reports from orthodox Jewish/Zionist magazines, websites for both groups. Information needed: Information on the
conditions, status and rights of women in Islamic societies. Possible primary sources: Quran, testimonials of Islamic women, photographs, interviews, personal magazines, etc. Information needed: Evidence of Christian fundamentalist commitment to national politics. Possible primary sources: press reports, websites of organizations and religions, personal statements of government officials and politicians, records of meetings between government Fundamentalist. Information needed: Information on the impact of Vipassana meditation on
practitioners. Possible primary sources: Buddhist canonical texts, Buddhist websites, personal testimonies, statistical reports, data from medical/psychological research on the physiological and psychological effects of Vipassana, documentaries, audio/video recordings of Buddhist teachers, observations/descriptions of Buddhist meditation retreats. ACRL One Standard: The literate student of information determines the nature and scope of the information needed. Performance indicator first: Student literate information defines and articulates
the need for information. Result A: Communicate with instructors and participate in class discussions, working groups and electronic discussions to identify a research topic or other information needs. Result D: Defines or modifies the information needed to achieve focus management. Result E: Identifies key concepts and terms describing the need for information.   Performance indicator two: Student literate information identifies different types and formats of potential sources of information. Result C: Identifies the value and differences of
potential resources in different formats. Result E: Distinguishes primary and secondary sources by recognizing how their use and importance vary from discipline to discipline.   ACRL Standard: Two: Literate student information accesses the necessary information effectively and effectively.   Performance indicator two: Literate student information constructs and implements effectively designed search strategies. Result B: Identifies keywords, synonyms, and related terms for the information you need.   Performance indicator three: Student
literate information retrieves information online or in person using different methods. Result A: Uses different search systems to retrieve information in different formats. Learning objective: Explain the value of integrating primary sources into research. Instructions: Below is a list of research questions. The secondary source and the primary source follow each research question. Divide into groups of four to five. With the research question in mind for each set of excerpts, read (or view) the sources and discuss how the primary source can help
interpret the secondary source. In general, what conclusions can be drawn about the value of primary sources? Get ready to discuss what you'll discover with the rest of the class. (TIP: Sometimes a secondary source will help you interpret the primary source, not the other way around. Also, don't forget that you use these sources to understand the research question.) Question 1: What is the Buddhist understanding of suffering and the meaning of the First Noble Truth? Secondary source: [Buddha's] ideas were not based on as in other
religions, but on experiential observation, starting with one's own outside the palace. He came to the Four Noble Truths: There is suffering in the world, both mental and physical. Suffering occurs because of too much attachment to someone's desires. By eliminating cause—attachment—you can eliminate suffering. There is a method of eliminating the cause, called the Eight-Ace path, a guide to proper behavior and thoughts. The Eight-Year Path is a moral compass leading to a life of wisdom (correct views, proper intentions), virtues (proper
speech, behavior, lively) and mental discipline (effort, mindfulness, concentration). Perry Garfinkel, Buddha Rising, National Geographic, 208(6), 2005, p. 88–109 Primary Source: [Background: According to Buddhists, a person is nothing more than a series of temporary events that fall into one of five categories, called five scans: form (or matter, body), feeling, perception, mental formation, and consciousness.] Buddha: Whoever likes body, feeling, perception, mental formations, or consciousness [that is, five scands] revels in suffering; and
whoever delights in suffering will not be freed from suffering. So I say How can you find joy and mirth, Where is the burning endlessly? In the deepest darkness you are wrapped! Why don't you look for light? Look at this puppet here, well armed, a pile of multiple wounds, stacked, sick, and full of greed, unstable, and volatile! Devoured by old age is this frame, the victim of disease, weak and weak; The pieces break this rotten body, All life must really end in death. Canon Pali, quoted in Paul Carus, Buddha, Word, Sacred Text Archive,
question 2: What is the significance of unusual experiences in early Christianity? Secondary source: The basic Christian conjecture is that religion is not an experience. ... Nowhere in ... early [Christian] texts suggest that perfection and holiness as Christian purposes are primarily issues of private experience. Paul Williams, The Unexpected Way, T&amp;T Clark, 2002, p. 70, 74 Primary Source When the day of The Pentecost came, [the Apostles] were together in one place. And suddenly from heaven came a sound like a rush of powerful
wind, which filled the whole house where they sat. And tongues appeared for them like fire, distributed and resting on each of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages, just as the Spirit gave them a statement. Bible, Acts 2: 1–4, Revised Standard Question 3: Is Islam a Violent Religion? The secondary source of the Koran does not support or tolerate terrorism. The God of the Qur'an is consistently portrayed as a God of mercy and compassion, as well as just judge. ... [T]hroughout the Koran in
many contexts, Muslims are reminded to be merciful and just. John Esposito, What Everyone Needs to Know about Islam, Oxford University Press, 2002, p. 119 Primary Source After the holy months, you can kill idola losers when you encounter them, and take them [captive] and besieged them, and prepare for them every ambush. But if you repent and establish worship and pay the poor due, then leave the way free. Lo! God is forgiving, merciful. (Quran, 9:5) Question 4: How philosophically sophisticated are the Teachings of Upanishads?
Secondary source Of Upanishads ... there is speculation in philosophy, as well as mystical statements revealing the deepest spiritual truths. ... Even Western scholars were amazed by the lofty heights scaled by upanishadic thinkers. T.M. P. Mahadevan, Outlines of Hinduism, Mumbai: Chetana Limited, 1954, p. 30 Primary Source Certainly the woman who changed clothes at the end of the menstrual period is the most auspicious of women. When she changed clothes at the end of menstruation, you should approach this wonderful woman
and invite her to have sex. If he refuses his consent, he should bribe her. If she still refuses, he should beat her with a stick or fists and overpower her, saying, I take away your brilliance with my masculinity and brilliance. And she will certainly become devoid of brilliance. If, on the other hand, he so desires, he should say: I will give you greatness with my masculinity and brilliance. And then they will both surely become full of brilliance. Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 6.4.6-8, with Patrick Olivelle, trans., Upanishads, Oxford University Press, 1998
Question 5: Are caste honors important in modern India? Secondary source Although some educated Indians tell non-Indians that the caste has been abolished or that no one pays attention to the caste anymore, such statements do not reflect reality. ... In the early 1990s, the blatant subjugation of low-carassed workers in the northern state of Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh was the subject of many press reports. In the region, dozens of Dalits who tried to unite to protest low wages were victims of lynching and mass killings by high-caste
landowners and their hired assassins. James Heitzman and Robert L Worden, India: Country Study, online at Primary Source: [Indian woman answering the question Is the caste system still important in modern Indian society?] No, not at all. I don't live in India, but I'm a British Indian, and all these things about the caste system I think is bullsh*t. ... I'm really religious and everything, but I don't understand why a caste person should define their lifestyle, work, life partner, education, etc. It's just Fair... I would never let a caste guy, of all things,
affect my relationship with him. So no. And I think my generation of Indians would have thought the same way, too. A comment posted on Yahoo Answers, India, 6: What is the nature of the Vedic ritual? Secondary source For pure drama and excitement nothing could surpass the great ceremony of ritual sacrifice. ... [T]Brahin priests were able to arrange an exciting event. The great bonfire was almost certainly part of these celebrations, which is why it is customary to refer to such an event as a victim of vedic fire. Patrick S. Bresnan,
Awakening: An Introduction to the History of Eastern Thought, Prentice Hall, 1999, p. 18 Primary Source NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: This exercise focuses on teaching students the value of primary sources in relation to a research question and secondary source. Each element consists of a research question followed by a secondary source and a primary source. In most cases, the primary source serves as a correction to the secondary source, showing how the primary source can help interpret the secondary source. (Item 5 reverses this
pattern; an auxiliary source helps evaluate the primary source.) The basic sources used in the exercise tend to contradict claims in secondary sources. Students need to know that this does not necessarily mean that the secondary source is wrong. Rather, the basic source shows that problems can be more complex or nuanced than indicated by a secondary source. For example, a quote from Upanishads (topic 4) is directly contrary to the secondary source description of upanishads content. However, this does not mean that the secondary
source is wrong; warns the student about the possibility that the secondary source is excessive and that the content of Upanishads is not limited to philosophical materials. On the other hand, the examples used in Topic 1 (Buddhist understanding of suffering) are intended to help students identify excessive simplification that borders on depreciation. Topic 6 requires students to consult an online source; this topic may need to be removed from the activity if students do not have online access during reading and writing sessions. ACRL
Standard Three: Student literate information evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates the information into its knowledge base and value system. Performance Indicator One, Score A: Reads the text and selects the main ideas. Performance indicator two: Student literate information articulates and applies initial evaluation criteria to both the information and its sources.   Result D: Recognizes the cultural, physical, or other context in which the information was created and understands the impact of the context on
Information. Fourth Performance Indicator: A literate student of information compares new knowledge with prior knowledge to determine added value, contradictions, or other unique characteristics of information.   Result A: Specifies whether the information is met by tests or other information needs. Learning objectives: Assessing the reliability of primary sources. Recognize how source reliability varies depending on the question you ask. Instructions: Below is a list of research questions. Each question is followed by a basic source and a
classification scale. Divide into groups of four to five. For each primary source, the question should be taken into account: To what extent is reliability an important issue to consider when interpreting a primary source? Then evaluate the source using the attached scale. In general, what conclusions can be drawn on the interpretation of primary sources? Do you notice a pattern for the relationship between the type of question and the credibility of the main source? Be prepared to explain your ratings for each source with the rest of the class.
Also, be prepared to discuss general considerations on the interpretation of primary sources. Research question: What causes the Muslim-Hindu conflict in modern India? Main source: Official website of the Bharatiya Janata Party [modern Hindu nationalist party] Research question: What are the elements of modern Hindu worship? Primary Source: YouTube video of Hindus performing puja [ritual cult] to Vishnu Research Question: What does the Bible teach about abortion? Main source: Biblical research question: How did the first
Christians worship? Main source: A letter from the Roman governor from the first century, informing about the information obtained from the interrogation of a Christian prisoner Research Question: What motivated the leaders of the crusades? Main source: Medieval document in which the Pope calls on Christians to conquer Jerusalem for the sake of God and the Church Research Question: What types of religious practices were practiced by the Chinese in the XIII century? Main source: Marco Polo's Travels [Marco Polo's autobiographical
tale of his travels] Research question: Does the Buddhist denial of the existence of oneself philosophically defend itself? Main source: Dalai Lama LECTURE NOTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR: This exercise is about evaluating primary sources. It focuses on reliability issues with respect to question type and source type. In this context, the type of question refers to the distinction between descriptive and unspecified questions about religions. The source type refers directly, as opposed to closer sources. The exercise consists of a list of research
questions, each of which accompanies the main source. For each main source, students are asked to rate to this question: To what extent is credibility an important issue to consider when interpreting the main source? The activity is designed to help students see the correlation between the type of question/source and the reliability of the source. (See the discussion on Defining and evaluating primary sources.) For direct sources (items 2 and 3), reliability is not a problem. Other sources are closer and in many cases reflect biased points of
view. Reliability becomes a pressing problem when using such sources. When using this exercise with students, it may be helpful to emphasize that they are evaluating each major source in response to a question posed in directions. ACRL One Standard: The literate student of information determines the nature and scope of the information needed. Performance indicator first: Student literate information defines and articulates the need for information.   Result E: Identifies key concepts and terms describing the need for information. Fourth
performance indicator: Student literate information reassemes the nature and scope of information needs.   Result A: Checks the initial information that needs to be clarified, changed, or clarified. ACRL Standard Three: Student literate information evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates the selected information into its knowledge base and value system. Performance Indicator First: Student Literate Information summarizes the main ideas to be extracted from the collected information.   Result A: Reads the text and
selects the main ideas. Performance indicator two: Student literate information articulates and applies initial evaluation criteria to both the information and its sources.   Result A: Analyzes and compares information from various sources to assess reliability, validity, accuracy, eligibility, timeliness, and point of view or bias. Andretta, Susie. 2005. Literacy: A Guide for Practitioners, Chandos Information Professional Series Oxford, United Kingdom: Chandos Pub.  [Crossref], [Google Scholar]Bell, Suzanne S. 2006. Librarian's Guide to Online
Searching, Westport, CT: Unlimited Libraries.  [Google Scholar] Bobish, Gregory. 2001. Presentation of primary and secondary sources and classroom exercises. In teaching literacy concepts: Actions and frameworks from the field, edited by Jacobson, Trudi and Gatti, Timothy H. 133-135. Pittsburgh, PA: Library Manual Pubs..  [Google Scholar] Campbell, Heidi. 2006. Resources for Christianity on the World Wide Web. Religious Review, 32.4: 218-219. ATLA RELIGION database from ATLASerials, EBSCOhost. Web. December 9, 2008
[Google Scholar]Cheek, Julianne, Doskatsch, Irene, Hill, Pauline and Walsh, Lynn B. 1995. Finding Out: Informational Knowledge of the 21st Century, South Melbourne, Australia: MacMillan Education  [Google Scholar] Hussain, Amir. 2006. Websites to study Islam. Religious Review, 32.4: 228-229. ATLA RELIGION database from ATLASerials, EBSCO. Web 9 December 2008 [Google Scholar]Iannuzzi, Patricia, Mangrum, Charles T. and Strichart, Stephen S. 1999. Teaching literacy, Boston: Allyn and Bacon.  [Google Scholar] Instruction
&amp; Research Services Committee. 2008. Using Basic Sources on the Web, Chicago, IL: Reference and User Services Association, American Library Association. Web. July 22, 2009 [Google Scholar]Jacobson, Trudi and Xu, Lijuan. 2004. Motivating Students in Literacy Classes, New York: Neal-Schuman.  [Google Scholar] Kent-Drury, Roxanne M. 2005. Using the Internet's primary sources to teach critical thinking skills in world literature, Westport, CT: Unlimited Libraries.  [Google Scholar] Limpitlaw, Amy. 2006. Atla Selected Religious
Websites (ATSRW) Project: Update of the selection process. American Theological Library Association Summary, 60: 60–62. ATLA RELIGION database from ATLASerials, EBSCO. Web. 11 Dec. 2008 [Google Scholar]Mann, Thomas. 2005. Oxford Guide to Library Research, Oxford: Oxford UP.  [Google Scholar] Mathson, Stephanie M. and Lorenzen, Michael G. 2008. We won't be fooled again: Teaching critical thinking by evaluating hoax and historical revisionist sites at the Library Credit Course. College &amp; Undergraduate Libraries,
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